Mauser parts diagram

Order by:. Available to:. Original Swedish Army Mauser sling leather. This is a very rare original
Sniper sling manufactured only for the Swedish Artic Complete with all original details in good
condition. This loop is lined with rubber for increased friction to the uniform. The sling is in
good condition. Original length Length of entire sling on the first picture is cm or I can send
more pictures by email if you want. Please note I take every care to give honest and accurate
descriptions. Please also remember that my description is mine. Which may differ from yours. If
you want more pictures please ask. So please read the description carefully, study the pictures
and feel free to ask any and all questions before bidding It is very important to me that we are
both happy with our bargain and I always leave prompt positive feedback on completion. All
items will be shipped within 72 business hours after payment has cleared. Swedish mauser
sight hood 6. Used leather sling for Swedish Mauser rifle with quick detach clip. Good condition
with Swedish Triple crown stamp in the leather. Clips are marked H. Clips are brand new and
probably postwar. Metal 2-cell oil bottle with screw off tops connected with chain. Oil bottle is
marked with an A. Original back sight sight for Swedish Mauser. In used good condition. In its
original specification with the V notch. The item I sell it as it is and leave to the buyer to restore
after own mind. I will send a combined shipping invoice after you purchase the slings. Smaller
orders ship for less. I always combine shipping! Please read the description and look at the
photos before bidding. I will be happy to provide additional information. For your consideration
is this 's It is marked with the three crowns on the front and is in very good condition. We are
listing another frog as well as a Hakim bayonet that will fit this frog. We are also listing other
bayonets. Please look at our other items. Please feel free to ask any questions and I will be
happy to send you more detailed photos if needed. We are not experts. But we always try to
describe all of our items to the best of our knowledge. We never charge a handling fee and try to
be as accurate on the shipping charges as possible. Threaded barrel cap,cover,muzzle
cover,needs rebluing,see my other listings for more swedish model Parts for short strike, for
CG 63, 80 Swedish Mauser. Take the opportunity to buy accessories for Swedish Mauser for
more o more mauser gets trashed and it becomes harder to find things. I accept Pay-pal only
Shipping Worldwide Shipping cost: 6. Original Hellqvist sight to Swedish mauser. Original
precision bore guage to Swedish mauser. In good condition see pictures. Elvation meters.
Everything works perfect. And good blueing. One manual And 2 new mouting screws are
included. To mount this sight you need drilling and tapping. Look at my other auctions too here
on e-bay. I accept Pay-pal only Shipping Worldwide Shipping cost: 8. This auction is for a good
used cond Swedish Mauser 6. Used good cond, no original finish, some light surface Swedish
Mauser bandolier Star Wars vintage. Vintage Swedish Mauser bandolier it is embedded stamped
and has a single crown embedded stamped on belt see picture This was stored in a shed so The
leather has aging color called patina. Leather is still thick and plyable for its age. All sales are
final. Ask questions. Thanks for looking. Posted with. Swedish Mauser M96 Bayonet Frog.
Original bore gauge set 11 different size to swedish mauser from FSR. Height is 7. I combine
shipping if you buy several items from me. Please wait for total invoice. Paypal only! Good
Condition leather ammo belt. No tears. Rips, no stitching problems. Two metal spring snap
attachments on each Pouch Pockets approximately 4. Attention Ebay staff. This is a scope
mount, not gun part! Please do not remove this item! Thank you. This auction is for high quality
steel reproduction The set includes: mount. Base, screws and pins. Please feel free to ask
questions. Check out my other items! For International Buyers, import duties or taxes are not
included in the item price or shipping charges. We do not mark merchandise values below value
or mark items as"gifts" US, Canadian, and International government regulations prohibit such
behavior. FOR E. The old decal was copied and made to fit on the stock. Any questions and I
will be glad to answer. These have been sold as far away as New Zealand. Spain, Italy and
England. There is a limited number of these printed and I don't know if I will be able to get more
after this. See our other Trajectory Decals. We have a limited number of all decals. Listing only
one time a month for 10 days. Thanks again! Dec This one was sent to Austria. Shipping prices
are for the continental US. I will be glad to combine shipping on all orders. This is a hard to find
high quality steel reproduction sniper mount for Swedish Mauser M41b. The diameter of the
rings is The hole spacing on It should fit nicely. This mount has windage adjustment. Mount has
no marks or serial number on it. If for any reason you are not happy with this item. You can
return it within 30 days for full refund. We offer a variety of sniper mounts for German. Russian,
Yugo, Swiss and Swedish military rifles. Please check them out in our other items. Non-paying
bidders will be filed against if payment is not made within 7 days of auction ending. Vintage
Mauser Leather Bandolier Swedish? I am not an expert on Mausers. From what I've found while
researching this stock. All the numbers on the hardware match the serial number of the stock.
However, the number on the top handguard does not match. The handguard color and wood
grain match the stock perfectly. The cleaning rod is included. There is a small crack at the rear

of the receiver on the upper grip area. I've shown it in picture 5. Also there is a cut in the left
side of the stock in front of the buttplate see picture 4 The wood is in otherwise great condition
and does not look like it has been sanded or messed with. There is a very small imprinted
number on the bottom of the grip which I believe is 19 or It's quite small and I could not get a
good picture of it. Overall length of If you have any questions or if you'd like to share additional
information about the stock, please contact me. Swedish Mauser Bayonet Scabbard Lock. Like
the one pictured file photo all are in good used condition and were designed to lock the bayonet
into the scabbard. Swedish bayonet doctrine was to have bayonet drill with the standard M96
mounted and the scabbard locked in place. If you have ever wondered why most Swede
scabbards are so worn and beat up. This is why. Makes a fine display for the military collector.
Terms: You will find Liberty Tree Collectors to be helpful and friendly to deal with. Please
consider our terms that are aimed to make this a fast and easy transaction. We have many
repeat customers and glowing feedback about our sales practices. Best regards LTC Payments
are due within 10 days on auction end. Inquire for options. We combine shipping Please wait for
our invoice before paying. We offer a flat rate shipping for the continental USA. Occasionaly
more to Alaska and Hawaii. International shipping generaly twice our domestic rate and less to
Canada. Quotes on request. Auction feedback from us will be left for all our buyers. We spend
most of our time finding products. Listing and quickly shipping. Feedback will come but expect
some delay. Thanks LTC International bidders are welcome. We are experienced international
shippers. You package will be mailed by USPS not registered and no tracking unless of high
value. Yur package will be shipped immediatly after payment and be in your country in just a
few days. Once shipped these is nothing more we can tell you. You are getting 1 sealed box of
40 stripper clips manufactured in Sweden for the Models and Mauser rifles. These clips are used
and then repackaged by the Swedish government for reuse by their armed forces. They also
take the following calibers: 7. Th ey are in great shape! Thanks for looking! GF "low" receiver
sight kit for Swedish mauser. This auction is for a kit consisting of one GF low receiver sight.
One high front sight blade, mounting screws and a PDF will be e-mailed on request of the
english manual. The GF receiver sight is adjustable in elevation from meters with markings for
every 25 meters. It is click windage adjustable and one click moves the point of impact 1 cm at
meters. To mount the sight requires drilling and tapping the receiver. The hole pattern are the
offset one with the left hole at the rear. A slot a couple of mm deep sometimes need to be done
with a file between the holes. It is described in the manual. Please ask all questions before
placing your bid I only accept payment through paypal for this auction! Pay me securely with
any major credit card through PayPal! On Jan at PST. Seller added the following information:
Attention item watchers I will Not be re-listing this as I'm taking a vacation from e baying once
my listings end. You snooze you miss on this. What you are about to bid on is a Buttplate for a
M94 aka M This butt plate is in good condition. I do not ship to Russia. China,Africa,or the
Phillipines. I do combine shipping. I give as accurate a description as possible and always show
a photograph of the item up for auction. Inadvertent errors and omissions may Clarifications, or
concerns prior to bidding. I will do my best to answer or clarify asap. I do not claim to be expert
in any field, and determine quality and condition based on my judgment and opinion. I will do
my best to work out any problem should one arise. Alaska, Hawaii, Washington I do not ship to
Russia. Inadvertent errors and omissions may occur so I strongly urge all bidders to examine
the photo s as they are part of the description and email me with any questions. I do not claim
to be expert in any field, and determine quality and condition based on my judgment Swedish
Mauser Blank Firing Adapter. Great Shape. Need to sell everything. I have BB guns. WW2 items
like duty belts, canteens, M1 clips. Call or Text Can ship internationally for an extra charge. Can
do a pick up too. Includes the butt plate and one sling ring. A nice original stock. USA buyer
only. Will only accept paypal. Please check out my other auctions. Items are shipped either First
Class or Priority Mail only which may cost more than Parcel Post but ensures that your item
arrives safely and in a more timely manner. Upon receipt of your item if there are any issues
please contact me. Your satisfaction is very important to me. Thanks for your business. As near
as I can tell. This is a leather bandolier or ammo belt that was made for the Swedish military
from the turn of the 20th century until WWII. S1 is stamped in the leather on the end of the belt.
It lookls like a name is written on the inside of the belt. Shipping is for 2. We double box all
fragile items. Combined shipping available. Your satisfaction is always our top priority. We offer
fast shipping. We have Up for auction is a Swedish collection of military items including
helmets a winter cap or hat dated a bayonet and scabbard a field tunic or jacket an unissued
gas mask a canteen and cover and included but not shown is a pair of pants or trousers. Many
of these pieces have not been available for years. Thanks for looking and good luck bidders.
Free shipping with buy it now. Complet with brass screw. On Feb at PST. Seller added the
following information: Powered by The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and

manage your active items. Swedish Mauser Sling Leather garand fn49 hakim enfield springfield
nagant. Original leather slings intended for the Swedish Mauser rifle. These work great for other
rifles as well as the slings are sturdy, handsome and priced well! The photo is of three randomly
grabbed slings from the pile. You may not get the exact sling in the photo auction is for one
sling But the photo represents what the majority of the slings look like. All are in good to very
good condition. They are all dark in color. A bit dirty, dusty but will clean up fine. They have all
been checked for functionality. All metal parts are present. I personally have these slings on my
Enfield and FN49 rifle and they are great! I like to remove the metal clip and use it like any other
sling. No returns. Payment expected within 7 days. I ship on Monday. Wednesday, and Friday. If
you are unhappy for any reason. Please give me the benefit of the doubt and allow me to correct
any mistake, if you receive an item that is not as described or if you are unhappy with our
dealings, please contact me before leaving feedback. I'm certain we can work it out to your
satisfaction. Powered by The free listing tool. Complete and intact. Definitley has that been
there look but leather is soft and in great shape. WWII or earlier. Specifically made for the
carbine and much scarcer that the MOD or 38 rifle slings. Sling has been on a carbine, but is in
excellent condition. Supple, brown leather and un-oiled and un marked. Hard to find in excellent
condition. In good used condition. Included handguard. Triggerguard, metal stock end cap,
buttplate markt crowned C. Stock disc showing barrel condition on the right side of the butt
stock. This stock is"civilised" in that way that the outcut in the barrel channel for the cleaning
rod is covered with a thin piece of wood. The cleaning rod is lacking and the front stock end cap
is the normal type for the CG 63 rifle. Study the pictures and form your own opinion. PayPal
only. Stock for CG 63 Swedish Mauser. Slip Protection on the bottom of the fore end. And
stickers on the right side of the butt stock, easy to remove without damage. Powered by
Frooition Pro Shop Search. Click to close full size. Item Description. Swedish Mauser M
Bayonet. Sheath and Frog. In Good to Very Good condition. I have taken a lot of pictures for you
to judge the condition for yourself. The bayonet is still in cosmoline from long term storage. The
original Swedish proof markings vary from Bayonet to Bayonet the pictures show some
examples. Most of them have an edge as you can see in the closeup picture I believe this was
added at the armory because of the uniformity and quality of the edge. Again please see the
picture. The frog is heavily used and will probably show a few repairs. I have a pictur e of
several frogs and bayonets so you can see w h at your one bayonet and frog will be Free
Shipping US Shipping only. We offer an extensive selection of top-quality reproduction and
original militaria from around the world spanning several time periods. We travel the world
looking for new items to bring to our customers. We work directly with the manufacturer during
product development to make sure you have the most accurately reproduced item possible.
Most of our items are made exclusively for us. You will not find the exact same one anywhere
else. We spend a lot of time on product development to insure each product is correct.
Whenever possible the items are patterned directly from the originals. Each product is
thoroughly researched using one or more of the following methods. Inspection by Veterans who
actually used the equipment Testing on our vast selection of original items Input from Museum
Curators Inspection by experts in that particular period I have been collecting for over 30 years
and have many contacts Input and testing from reenactor groups. We have sold thousands of
items to Collectors. Reenactors, Museums, Filmmakers and many people just looking to
complet. In good used condition with the 2 screws. I ship within 2 business days after payment.
Elit diopter receiver sight for Swedish Mauser. You are getting 2 sealed boxes of 40 stripper
clips manufactured in Sweden for the Models and Mauser rifles. The hole spacing on the base is
exactly the same as that of original Swedish Mauser M41B. LOT OF 2. AS IS! Please make all
payments within 3 days Positive feedback is very important to us. Swedish Mauser bayonet with
leather frog and scabbard lock. This is an orginal Swdish Mauser bayonet made from to and is
in hand select condition. The bayonet has EJAB markings and the scabbard has the crown
markings The numbers on the bayonet and scabbard do not match The blade was completly
covered in cosmoline so it was well preserved. There is some spots of cosmoline tarnish on the
blade as seen on pictures. The bayonet blade appears is has the orginal edge and if it was
sharpened it was done very well at the arsenal. The handles. Included is a arsenal modifed
leather frog and the rare scabbard training lock wit the Swedish coat of arms on it. No shipping
to Italy. Russian or China due to customs refusals and One manual in english is included. This
magazine is in good working condition. This is an excellent opportunity to add a spare
magazine. Or to complete a rifle. Comes with Two Spring Speed Clips. One Brass Sling Button.
Natural Leather. Can be used with or without the speed clips. It can not be traced or tracked. I
will not mail it again or replace the item. By bidding on the items you accept these terms.
Estimated Delivery Time 10 days to 30 days. USPS Priority International mail package: This
class of mail has a tracking number and is insurable and a safe way to mail your item. Great for

one of a kind or hard to replace international mailing. Estimated Delivery Time 1 weeks to 2
weeks Customs Value is the cost of the item as stated on the auction. It is not a gift. Import
duties. Taxes, and charges are not included in the item price or shipping cost. These charges
are the buyer's responsibility. Please check with your country's customs office to determine
what these additional costs will be prior to bidding or buying. This item is for two high quality
repro stock discs for Swedish Mauser. They are almost same as the original ones. The brass
disc is unmarked. This item is for disc only, no screws Please email with any question. Payment
is expected within 4 days of auction close. If this is a problem. UPS tracking and insurance is
included. Express shipping available. Please note your shipping price may be higher.
International Buyers: Our shipping rates include delivery fees only. Applicable duties and taxes
levied by your local government ARE NOT included and will be payable by you as the importer
of merchandise. We cannot mark any items as"Gift" or lower the value on customs documents.
The blade is in pretty good condition overall. It has some discoloration and a small nick near the
ricasso, also it's been oiled inside the scabbard, so there is oil on the blade. Stamps on the
ricasso are clear and easy to read: EJ Anchor AB on one side and a crown on the other. The
guard is stamped with the infantry unit designation: L I 19 No. There is some dusting. And a
cleaning is in order, but I don't see any signs of rust on bayonet. I have made no attempt to
clean bayonet or scabbard except to wipe some of the oil off of blade. The scabbard is all metal
and is heavily scratched and has wear to the bluing also. There is some rusting near the bottom.
Has stamped on one side and the crown on the other. Also has number stamped at the throat.
Please look carefully over all photos as all sales are final! As pictured. If this auction is listed as
a Buy It Now or Make an offer. Please note the following: Negotiated shipping method or cost is
NOT allowed by us. Shipping cost is stated at the end of the listing. Wrapping, Secure
packaging and a small handling fee to ensure secure wrapping and delivery to you! Kansas
sales tax of 8. Please e-mail any questions prior to bidding. We usually ship on Monday. If
payment is received on Friday, the item may not ship until the following Monday. Any item may
be returned within 10 days. The refund will be less any fees or shipping and handling costs we
may have incurred. Please contact us Before you ship! Payment must be received within 10
days of auction close. Documents, ephemera and colletibles. Specializing in the 18th through
the 20th centuries. We individually select each of our items in an effort to offer you the very best
in old and rare! Swedish Mauser oil bottle Swedish coat arms marked. These Swedish oil bottles
are for the Swedish Mauser. Russia or China due to customs refusals or lost articles. Clean
blade is maker marked near the guard. Grip and pommel is in very good condition with some
light patina. Correct matching scabbard is undamaged. Nice overall condition. Email me with
any questions. We will always combine shipping to reduce shipping cost! We believe this is
from the time period Please refer to all the pictures for the various markings as there are several
on both the bayonet and the scabbard. The scabbard is marked as well as on the tip. There are
several other numbers and letters on each piece. Both pieces have scuffs. There are no
previous owners names or initials on either piece. Don't miss out on this piece of history for
your knife collection! Good Luck Bidding! No exceptions. If you are bidding on multiple items.
Item will ship same day. You must contact us immediately. Upon mutual agreement of a return,
you will have days from the time of item receipt to return to us for a full refund; after 14 days, we
will not accept returns or issue refunds, no ex. Comes with the cleaning rod,buttplate,upper
handguard also matching bayonetlug,front band,middle band,stock disc,and rear sling swivel.
This auction is for 1 of our vintage Swedish military cleaning kit and maintenence tools. Like the
one pictured all are in nice used condition. Believed to be for the AG42 Ljungman. Constructed
of steel with a fine screwdriver tip and a spanner of some sort. Marked with the Swedish Crown
for military use. A neat item for the military collector. Several available. We combine This is
vintage M Swedish Mauser knife bayonet and sheath as shown. Antique gun part a Swedish
Mauser Blank Adapter. This is a rare and unique part for a Swedish Mauser it was used to fire
blanks with wooden bullets they would fire the wooden bullet into the and the bullets would
shatter and not harm anyone. This is a adapter used for firing blanks not adaptable for anything
other than its intended use Payment expected 48 hrs after winning bid No international sales
Posted with. NOS sling for Swedish Mauser. NOS rifle sling in very good condition.
Manufactured in the seventies? Some millimeter wider than the older FSR sling. The substance
on the blade is oil. As you can see in the pictures it has a conical stud which means this is the
latter of the two versions that exist. Small ding in scabbard shown in first picture. There is no
leather frog included however there is a lot of two of them for sale on this site. No international
sales. Appears to be in good used condition with Crown C mark. See photos. Sold AS IS. It is
your responsibility to make sure you comply with the laws of your country. State, and city in
bidding on this item. The bidder assumes all responsibility and liability for compliance with all
laws concerning this item. Please review ALL photos and ask any questions before bidding.

Good Luck! Metal cap, spring and swivle to Swedish CG 63 mauser. Her is a metal cap. Spring
and swivle to a Swedish CG63 mauser all is in used but good condition as picture. Cocking
piece for CG 63 Swedish Mauser. Stock for CG 63 Junior. Caliber 22 lr Swedish Mauser. This is
the"original" stock for the CG Junior and a little bit more handy as the normal size stock for CG
It was possible to get both type of stocks when ordered as new rifle. Included trigger guard.
Metal stock end cap, buttplate markt crowned C. Stock for CG 80 Swedish Mauser. Walnut
stockset for CG 80 Swedish Mauser. Included triggerguard. Buttplate markt crowned C and
adjustable cheek piece. NY residents. I am sorry. It is your responsibility to be or become
familiar with local gun laws. These are for the semi-auto rifles chambered in 6. I personally
tested both of these with live rounds and there is no issues feeding. Loading, chambering,
ejecting end etc. As you might know. Swedish Army only issued 1 one magazine per rifle- intent
was to remove magazine only for cleaning. Meanwhile loading was Reproductions, modified MG
Many of the magazines keep in mind. Only about 33k Ljungman rifles were EVER made were d
estroyed by the use of slow burning and or'hot' ammunition thus the reason you might see
these rare and unique rifles for sale elsewhere. Of course with non-original magazines. This is
as good as it gets and please see pictures for the condition o f t his lot- VERY hard to come by
peroid. Magazines will arrive to your door step fully assembled as you s ee in the pictures.
Shipping: well. Shipping to United States Address Only. I do not give out the reserve price.
Excellent Condition. Original finish. The scabbard is not dented. Blade has some remaining
cosmoline. Arsenal sharpened edge. Marked with a crown C and Unit marked on the guard.
Scabbard release button works very well when correctly inserted to the frog stud side. When
reversed, it catches and is hard to release. Grips show light handeling. It would work great for
re-enactors. The leather is still very sturdy and heavyweight. But it could definitely use some
saddle soap and brass-o to clean up the tarnish and recondition the leather. These were used
with the Swedish M96, M38, M Has scratches. Dents, hairline crack all defects can be seen in
pictures. Up for bid is a Swedish M96 bayonet locking clip. A stamped sheet metal clip used to
keep the bayonet locked into the scabbard for training. Clip hooks onto the scabbard stud and
clips around the bayonet handle. Marked with the Swedish triple crown mark. Pl e ase examine
pictures closely as they are considered part of the description. Guaranteed genuine. Please
check out my other listings. If you collect U. Things happen so if you need more time please
contact me and lets work something out. Items are packaged very well. I offer a shipping
discount if you win multiple items within a 24 hour period. Packages shipped within 24 hours.
Please talk to me. Pin, insignia, collar, lapel, air corps, uniform, coat, jacket, hat, cap, army, air
force, navy, marine, coast guard, rank, crest, di, d. Lot of 4 knives. Full of all sorts of stamps
and markings. Neat piece of history. Blade edge is in fair condition and is still in cosmoline.
Leather frog is supple. Scabbard has markings and is also in good condition. Scabbard holds
blade with tension. Also included is a fancy German Dagger. Point is not broken or chipped but
shows a slightly bent point. Like it was stabbed into something hard at some point. Markings
are Solingen Germany and Rosteri. The final 2 knives are a hoot. A primitive skinner with old
wooden handles that appear to have been fixed with improvisation. A hand made mexican
stamped blade with broken bone stag Handel. Pieces of the mexican knife wobble but it is a bit
of a relic. Looks very interesting and certainly carries an interesting story. Posted with;1? Up for
auction a Swedish bayonet No in excellent condition. If you have any questions please email
me. This item will be shipped withing business days after payment is received. Thank you for
looking and happy bidding! Original Swedish Mauser leather ammo pouch dated sdb no
Original Swedish Mauser leather ammo pouch dated sdb no 40 In very good condition showing
minor wear and some dark spots. No damage all stitiching is intact. Brass butterfly spring
works as it should. Very well marked on front flad with cartouche. A very rare piece ready for a
collection. These are estimates only. There can be delays in shipping. This does not mean your
Item will arrive on Ebay's estimated time. Please be patient. Ebay has no control over the United
States Postal Service. Swedish Mauser Bayonet in nice shape. I found this one at a Military
Show here in Arizona. I noticed it had a nifty little clamp attached to the scabbard that held the
handle of the bayonet in place. I took lots of pictures of it. Anyway I think it's cool. You are
bidding on an unusual sight and muzzle cover for the M. Cover is brass and painted black. See
pictures for more details and condition. Please email me if you have any questions. I will not be
held responsible for any damage to the item while in transit. Paypal accepted. The shipping Any
questions. Contact Seller. Please note that the postage is only an estimate for US buyers plus I
ship all parcels with Canada Post. It could be a little higher or lower depending on location.
PLease note that the shipping rate is only for a U. Canadian and overseas buyers will be billed
according to location. It measures 47" long or 19" long if you're just counting the pouches. It's
in fair used condition. I don't see any damage. The leather is still pretty soft. Please see my
other auctions for more military. I'll combine shipping. Click any image to see it full size.

Payment Details. Please pay with paypal. Shipping Details. International bidders please use the
shipping calculator. Additional Information. At BiggerBids. Good used condition. One used
target front sight and a assortment of inserts for CG 80 Swedish Mauser. Two screw-in-retainer
rings. Inner diameter 15 and 16 mm. Twentyone NOS inserts different types. Swedish Mauser
M96, M36 rifle sling lot 5 slings. You are bidding on a lot of five Swdeish Mauser rifle slings with
clips and brass buttons. It shows some sharpening signs on the blade. It has the EJAB marking
and number Otherwise it appears excellent. I am not at all familiar with bayonets. Just looking
for a home for the item. Any questions, please ask. For your consideration is a vintage ammo
belt. I am not an expert in this military item and having no markings you must judge age and
origin. The leather is all intact and good condition. Shipping quote is to a street address in the
lower 48 states. Thanks Please take a look at my other auctions. I usually offer a nice selection
of industrial themed items, lighting and of course the unique! Swedish mauser leather ammo
belt cartridge bandoleer bandolier pouch star wars. Up for auction is a Swedish Mauser belt.
Very nice looking. Got questions ask. I combine shipping. I try to give a brief bit of information
on each item that i put up for auction. I do not know everything about every item but i at least try
to make a good guess. Each auction has a few photos with it. Alaska and Hawaii of course are
more. I also sell on gunbroker under the same user name remcleod. Mcleod Powered by The
free listing tool. Up for bid is a Swedish bayonet frog. Used but in good condition. For your
consideration is this 's Double strap officers bayonet frog for the Model 96 Swedish Mauser rifle
bayonet. Trigger mechanism for CG 80 Swedish Mauser. Trigger mechanism for CG 80 Swedish
Mauser in good used condition. Made in Norway by Kongsberg. Busk diopter reciever sight for
Swedish Mauser. Busk micrometer diopter sight for Swedish Mauser. Last used on a CG 80
competition rifle. White range scale. In good used condition with two new and two used
mounting M 3 screws. This Leather Bandoleer or Ammo Belt is a fantastic vintage find. These
were made for the Swedish military from the turn of the 20th century until World War Two. As an
interesting side note. These bandoleers were used in the first Star Wars movie as part of the
Sand People or Tusken Raider costumes as well as the Jawas and the desert equipped Storm
Troopers. The Bandoleer measures 44" and includes five pockets measuring 3" x 4" x 2" Two
shoulder strap rings and a solid brass buckle. Originally this was used to carry Swedish Mauser
clips. The Bandoleer is made of thick brown leather and has a very nice rich vintage leather feel.
This Bandoleer would make a fantastic gift for a budding adventurer or as an excellent addition
to your Steampunk. LARP, or cosplay garb. Item ships within 2 business days of cleared
payment. The item pictured is the one you will receive so refer to the photos for specifics on
item condition. International bidders: Please note that the default shipping option is for first
class which takes between 10 and 14 days to deliver depending on destina tion. Priority is also
available days but is more expensive if desired. Please request at checkout. It is in good
condition and is a nice addition to a Swedish Mauser parts collection. US bidders only. No
returns or partial refunds. Thanks for looking and check out my other auctions. Wow stamped 5
pocket Swedish bandolier. This is from WW1 Era. It's in great condition with fantastic character.
Cloth and leather in great condition needs cleaning. It has it belt buckle and hook for
entrenching tool. Has Single crown on belt see pictures Also Sewdish 4 pocket naval bandolier
see last 2 pictures this one has no belt buckle and a couple of repairs but leather is plyable and
good condition. Both are offered for one price. Great for a collection or as prop. All sales final.
Ask questions before bidding. Posted with o. From the spare parts box that I am doing some
housecleaning. No other parts except as shown. Never a handling charge. Good luck and
thanks for looking! First photo is to shpw difference in length between model and model
cleaning rods. Made with in Austin, TX. Swedish Mauser Sling Leather garand fn49 hakim
enfield springfield nagant Original leather slings intended for the Swedish Mauser rifle. Swedish
Mauser bayonet with leather frog and scabbard lock This is an orginal Swdish Mauser bayonet
made from to and is in hand select condition. Antique gun part a Swedish Mauser Blank Adapter
This is a rare and unique part for a Swedish Mauser it was used to fire blanks with wooden
bullets they would fire the wooden bullet into the and the bullets would shatter and not harm
anyone. Metal cap, spring and swivle to Swedish CG 63 mauser Her is a metal cap. Original
Swedish Mauser leather ammo pouch dated sdb no 40 Original Swedish Mauser leather ammo
pouch dated sdb no 40 In very good condition showing minor wear and some dark spots.
Swedish Mauser M96, M36 rifle sling lot 5 slings You are bidding on a lot of five Swdeish Mauser
rifle slings with clips and brass buttons. Swedish mauser leather ammo belt cartridge bandoleer
bandolier pouch star wars Up for auction is a Swedish Mauser belt. Please note: we no longer
accept orders over the phone. Shop for hard to find bolt-action rifles from Mauser. The long and
fascinating history of Mauser rifles began with the acceptance of the Model by the Prussian War
department. It was twenty some years later that the Mauser Military Model , commonly referred
to as the Broomhandle Mauser pistol, was introduced. This would also prove to be a highly

successful design and just one of many models to follow. Following the development of the
Model 98, the Mauser name began to receive worldwide recognition. The Mauser plant at
Oberndorf, which had produced so many of the military weapons used in WW1, was greatly
scaled down after the war to approximately workers who were engaged in the production of
sporting rifles and pistols. By , the number of employees at Oberndorf had skyrocketed to an
amazing 12, people with production being concentrated on the Models 98K, Luger, P and HSC.
The Mauser rifle design has inspired some of the most popular firearms in the world.
Notifications Close. Manufacturers Mauser. Shop Mauser Gun Parts. Please note: we no longer
accept orders over the phone. Need C96 Broomhandle parts to complete a restoration or repair
project? With Numrich Gun Parts, you can find a huge selection of Mauser C96 Broomhandle
parts for sale, including a complete schematic with parts list. Browse our selection of C96 parts
and place your order today. Notifications Close. Manufacturers Mauser Auto Pistols
Broomhandle. Part Key: 0. Add to cart. Part Key: 1. Out of Stock. Enlarge Image. Extractor, New
Style, New 1. Product : Part Key: 2. Bolt, New Style Product : Part Key: 3. Bolt, Old Style Product
: Bolt Stop Product : Part Key: 4. Firing Pin Spring, New Product : Part Key: 5. Part Key: 6. Firing
Pin, New Reproduction Product : Recoil Spring, New Product : Part Key: 7. Trigger Spring
Product : Part Key: 8. Magazine Plunger, Used Product : Part Key: 9. Trigger Product : Part Key:
Rocker Plunger Product : Mainspring Product : Mainspring Plunger, Used Product : Bolt
Locking Block Product : Sear Arm Product : Sear Product : Hammer, Original - Good Condition
Dia. Hammer, Type 1 See Diagram Product : Hammer, Type 2 See Diagram Product : Hammer,
Type 3 See Diagram Product : Hammer, Type 4 See Diagram Product : Part Key: 19B. Part Key:
19C. Part Key: 19A. Lock Frame Stop Product : Safety Product : Rocker Coupling Product :
Lanyard Ring Product : Magazine Follower Spring Product : Follower Product : Magazine
Floorplate Product : Lock Mechanism Product : Part Key: NI. Rear Sight Leaf Product : Rear
Sight Slide, Stripped Product : Sight Complete, Tangent, All Steel. Stripper Clip, 7. Please note:
we no longer accept orders over the phone. Looking for bolt action Mauser 98 rifle parts for
your latest repair or restoration project? Numrich Gun Parts Corp. Place your order today.
Notifications Close. Manufacturers Mauser Rifles 98 Parts List. Mauser Rifles 98 Parts List
Looking for bolt action Mauser 98 rifle parts for your latest repair or restoration project? Part
Key: 0. Add to cart. Enlarge Image. Part Key: 1. Out of Stock. Extractor Collar, Used Product : B.
Part Key: 2. Trigger Product : Part Key: 3. Part Key: 4. Part Key: 5. Part Key: 6. Safety, Used
Product : B. FN Mfg. Part Key: 7. Part Key: 8. Bolt Sleeve Lock Product : C. Part Key: 9. Part
Key: Ejector Spring 2 Piece Style Product : Bolt Stop, New Product : B. Ejector Round Hole Type
Product : Rear Sight Base Band Product : Rear Sight Leaf Product : B. Rear Sight Slide Product
: B. Front Sight Base Product : Blued Steel Product : Front Sight Complete Product : Not
currently available Notify me. This product is no longer available, however B can be used as a
replacement part. Sear Spring, New Product : B. Sear Product : B. Trigger Product : B. Follower,
8mm, Milled, Used Product : C. Follower, Stamped, Used Product : A. Magazine Spring, Used
Product : E. Floorplate, Milled, Used Product : B. Part Key: 32C. Part Key: 32D. Part Key: 32B.
Front Band, Milled 98K Product : Part Key: 32B1. Part Key: 32A. Part Key: 36C. Part Key: 36A.
Part Key: 36B. Part Key: 36E. Part Key: 37E. Part Key: 37B. Lower Band, Stamped Product : Part
Key: 37D. Lower Band, Used Milled Product : Product : Part Key: 41C. Rear Swivel, Used
Product : B. Recoil Lug Assembly Product : B. Part Key: 41D. Part Key: NI. Bayonet Stud
Extension Pin Product : Bolt Takedown Disc Assembly Product : Front Band Hinge Screw
Product : Handguard Clip, Steel Product : Handguard Screw 2 Req'd Product : Lower Band
Retaining Screw Product : USA only. Spring Product : Please note: we no longer accept orders
over the phone. Notifications Close. Mauser Rifles 96 Swedish Parts List. Part Key: 0. Add to
cart. Enlarge Image. Extractor Collar, Used Product : Part Key: 1. Bolt, Stripped Straight Handle
Product : Part Key: 2. Extractor, New Factory Original Product : Part Key: 3. Part Key: 4. Firing
Pin Spring, New Product : Part Key: 5. Part Key: 6. Part Key: 7. Safety, Used Factory Original
Product : Cocking Piece, New Product : Part Key: 8. Part Key: 9. Out of Stock. Handguard, Rifle,
Hardwood Product : A. Part Key: Stock, Black Synthetic Product : B. Buttplate Screw, New 2
Req'd Product : Buttplate, Used Product : Front Sight 0. Front Sight Blade, Tall -. Installs In
Minutes. Blued Steel. Product : Front Sight, 4. Front Sight, 5. Front Sight, 5mm Stamped Front
Sight, 6. Front Sight, 6mm Stamped -1 Product : Front Sight, 7. Front Sight Band, Used Product :
Barrel, 6. Barrel, 7. Not currently available Notify me. Barrel, Rifle, 29" Product : Barrel, Sporter,.
Ejector Screw, Original Product : Ejector Product : Ejector Box, Complete Product : Ejector Box,
Stripped Product : Bolt, Complet
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e Straight Handle Product : Rear Swivel Product : Rear Swivel Screw 2 Req'd Product : Rear
Sight Base Product : Part Key: 24K. Part Key: 24G. Rear Sight Leaf Spring Product : Part Key:
24O. Part Key: 24M. Part Key: 24S. Part Key: 24T. Part Key: 24P. Rear Sight Slide, Rifle Product :
Part Key: 24I. Rear Sight, Complete, Rifle Product : Part Key: 24A. Follower, Used Factory
Original Product : Follower Spring, New Product : Sear Spring, New Product : Sear Pin Product :
Trigger Pin Product : Sear Product : Trigger Assembly, Military Product : Trigger, Military
Product : Guard Screw, Rear, Original Product : Floorplate Catch Pin Product : Floorplate Catch
Spring, New Product : Floorplate Catch Product : Floorplate, Used Factory Original Product :
Bayonet Stud, Used Product : Band Spring, Rear Product : Part Key: NI. Bayonet Stud Spacer
Product : Bolt Body, Stripped,. Conversion, New Factory Original Product : Cleaning Rod Stud
Product : Front Sight Hood Product : Rear Sight Ladder Product :

